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Terrorism and retaliation serve counter-revolution

Horror and revolution swept the world at the Arab "Black September" terrorists' bloody attack on the Israeli quarters of Olympic Village. It began with a knock on the door in the middle of the night, and proceeded to the outright slaughter of 110 people, and the threat to kill nine others, every two half hour, if their demands were not met. Under this impact, it was nearly impossible, at first, to sort out all the others involved in the complicity. Yet involved in the slaughter was everything from the anti-Semitism of the British police, which helped to turn the two Israeli dead into 110 (plus one West German policeman, and, of course, five of the eight terrorists), to Golda Meir's political friends in West Germany for their indiscriminate use of force.

The one sane voice that was raised immediately was that of Dr. Berger, father of one of the Israeli victims, who pleaded with his grief, that the Israelis reprimand by Israel for the wanton murders by the terrorist fanatics. That his words fell on deaf ears reveals the insensitivity and imperialistic fanaticism of Golda Meir's government, which was all too anxious to take advantage of the mass revulsion, especially within Israel, and, to

Life—and death—in the Auto shops. See Page 3.

Attention Detroit area readers.

Philosophy and Revolution
WSU/U of M Adult Education Lecture Series
by Raya Dunayevskaya

"It is the totality of the present world crisis which compels us to turn to Hegel and his Absolutism. Our age is preoccupied with the question of man's destiny: What happens after a revolution succeeds? Are we always to be confronted with a new form of state tyranny against the individual's freedom?"

from Marxism and Freedom, by Raya Dunayevskaya

I. Sept. 29—"The Philosophical Background"—from Hegel and Marx to Sartre and Marcuse
II. Oct. 13—"Chinese-Soviet Conflict and East European Revolts"
III. Oct. 27—"World Revolution and Black Revolt"—Africa and America

TIME: FRIDAYS, 8:30 p.m.
PLACE: Rackham Educational Memorial ESB Auditorium—Farmers' Square and Woodward and John R. in Detroit
COST: $1 per lecture, $2 per series. Half price for students and senior citizens.

Spies, lies and racist GOP schemes

By Charles Denby, Editor

A worker was asking me what I thought about the mess concerning Hoffa's proposed trip to North Vietnam to barter for the release of American POW's. Before I could say one word, he began to say what he thought.

"All of this unethical dealing is a part of Tricky Dick Nixon's game, and he seems to think that the American people are so stupid that we will believe anything he says. It appears to me that he really thinks he can fool all the people all the time."

HOFFA AND NIXON

"For years this government has accused Hoffa's union of being infiltrated with gangsters and racketeers. Hoffa was so much a part of it that during the Kennedy administration he was sent to prison for jury tampering. Tricky Dick made a deal with some Teamster officials to release Hoffa from prison on probation, in order to get the union endorsement for the coming election.

"Now as we know, when a citizen is on probation he is not allowed to travel from state to state without a permit from his parole board. Yet Nixon lets Hoffa make plans to travel out of the country.

This new move to send Hoffa to Hanoi surprised me, too. But Teamster officials or members. It is being said that one Teamster official was sent to North Vietnam shortly before Hoffa was released from prison as part of this whole package for getting the union endorsement for the administration. Nixon, like most members of the Teamsters, knows that Hoffa is the greatest con man in the country, but he thinks Hoffa would do a better con job with Hoffa leaders than anyone else.

NIXON OPENLY OPPOSES BLACKS

One worker said that Nixon is the first President this country has ever had who was openly against Blacks. We have had others who did not do anything to help Blacks, but none have ever acted against Blacks to the extent that Nixon has.

"He is responsible for that racist Alabama Governor Wallace; in four years of this administration, he has been changed from an anti-union Negro-hater into a Populist.

"This worker said, "You can paint out all the spots on a people, but it does not change his nature, or the attitude of that beast. When any Democratic Party leaders have to choose between honest actions, all of Nixon's cabinet members come with such vicious answers it is almost frightening. I am thinking if he is elected again, he will try to destroy all opposition one way or the other."

WORKERS SPEAK OUT

An auto worker told News & Letters, "If Hoffa would have gone to Hanoi and come back with just one prisoner, it would have been worth it. And he just might have started some real trouble and this crazy war." A Pennsylvania coal miner reported, "I didn't hear too many guys talk about the Hoffa-Vietnam deal, but we know that if Nixon had his hand in it, it was a play for votes. Sure, we'd like the mess in Vietnam to be over, but Nixon can't do it. Hoffa could have done something to help the end the war."

And a Teamster Union member said, "It didn't surprise me when I heard about it. It's part of a deal that goes back to the time just before Hoffa was released, when Teamster Vice President Harold Gibbons went to Vietnam to try to secure the release of some prisoners. This new move to send Hoffa to Hanoi surprised me when I heard about it. It's part of a deal that goes back to the time just before Hoffa was released, when Teamster Vice President Harold Gibbons went to Vietnam to try to secure the release of some prisoners. This new move to send Hoffa to Hanoi surprised me when I heard about it. It's part of a deal that goes back to the time just before Hoffa was released, when Teamster Vice President Harold Gibbons went to Vietnam to try to secure the release of some prisoners. This new move to send Hoffa to Hanoi surprised me when I heard about it. It's part of a deal that goes back to the time just before Hoffa was released, when Teamster Vice President Harold Gibbons went to Vietnam to try to secure the release of some prisoners.

Surprise, and then mixed reactions, followed the reports of the secretly arranged and suddenly cancelled plans for Hoffa's trip to North Vietnam. Teamster Union president, to visit Hanoi to try to negotiate the release of U.S. prisoners of war. Did Hoffa really remember class and anti-war solidarity? Was there a secret deal—and there is reason to think so—that, in return for his service in Hanoi, Hoffa's parole conditions would be changed by the federal government to permit him to quickly regain the presidency of the Teamster Union?

There have been, and will be, charges and countercharges a-plenty, but this is unimportant. What is important is the widespread anti-war sentiment in the working class that shows itself in the enthusiastic response by workers to the anti-war steps taken by labor.

Nixon plots, secret gambles forced by U.S. workers' rising anti-war sentiment

by Andy Phillips

Surprise, and then mixed reactions, followed the reports of the secretly arranged and suddenly cancelled plans for Hoffa's trip to North Vietnam. Teamster Union president, to visit Hanoi to try to negotiate the release of U.S. prisoners of war. Did Hoffa really remember class and anti-war solidarity? Was there a secret deal—and there is reason to think so—that, in return for his service in Hanoi, Hoffa's parole conditions would be changed by the federal government to permit him to quickly regain the presidency of the Teamster Union?

There have been, and will be, charges and countercharges a-plenty, but this is unimportant. What is important is the widespread anti-war sentiment in the working class that shows itself in the enthusiastic response by workers to the anti-war steps taken by labor.

This deep-seated anti-war sentiment held by the majority of the working class, precisely this, is what Nixon rightly fears, and what drives him to take secret gambles forced by U.S. workers' rising anti-war sentiment.

WOODCOCK HAS NO ANSWER

"Surprise, and then mixed reactions, followed the reports of the secretly arranged and suddenly cancelled plans for Hoffa's trip to North Vietnam. Teamster Union president, to visit Hanoi to try to negotiate the release of U.S. prisoners of war. Did Hoffa really remember class and anti-war solidarity? Was there a secret deal—and there is reason to think so—that, in return for his service in Hanoi, Hoffa's parole conditions would be changed by the federal government to permit him to quickly regain the presidency of the Teamster Union?

There have been, and will be, charges and countercharges a-plenty, but this is unimportant. What is important is the widespread anti-war sentiment in the working class that shows itself in the enthusiastic response by workers to the anti-war steps taken by labor.

This deep-seated anti-war sentiment held by the majority of the working class, precisely this, is what Nixon rightly fears, and what drives him to take secret gambles forced by U.S. workers' rising anti-war sentiment.

WOODCOCK HAS NO ANSWER
FORCE AND REASON

WL demands a new humanism

This month, the women of News & Letters WL Committees begin our new column, "Force and Reason." On Labor Day weekend, women from New York, California, and Detroit met together in Detroit during the News & Letters Convention. At that meeting, we decided on the basis of urgency over the current direction of the W.L. movement, a concern that it is moving away from the original ideals of W.L. and, in particular, the original commitment of the women who have seized these ideals as their own. We decided, therefore, to set aside this column as a special place for theoretic debate and discussion, where the needed philosophy of Marxist-Humanism could be developed by us, as women, to further our struggle for freedom.

"Force and Reason" as our title because we believe that women are both. It is precisely through their struggles for liberation that the ideas of what liberation means are evolved.

The failure to unite theory and practice threatens our movement today. We have only to look at the fact that many "official" W.L. groups are now removing themselves from the problems of the masses of women by turning to small "self-help" projects, or to lesbianism, pronouncing it as the revolutionary act.

In a different direction, certain old left groups, such as the SWP, have attempted, and with some success, to substitute the simple-issue of abortion reform for the total movement, thus detaching the movement to another deadend — like suffragism.

DIVERSIONS A DEAD END

Vivian Samuels has already been married. Since abortion reform was trumpeted as the only issue in New York W.L., so we was prepared to commit an enormous legislative blunder — to repeal the abortion reform that had been won.

In 1969, we resourcefully used the manifestation of precisely those ideas with which W.L. began: totally new human relations, an end to the separation of thinking from doing (of doing physical work while men make it), the massing of women, and especially Black and working class women, as the source of freedom, both in number and in principle — and explicit action.

While some in W.L. are caught up with diversions, there is a new realization of precisely those ideals with which W.L. began: totally new human relations, an end to the separation of thinking from doing (of doing physical work while men make it), the massing of women, and especially Black and working class women, as the source of freedom, both in number and in principle — and explicit action.

If you have a story, or want to contact News & Letters Women's Liberation Committee in Connecticut, Detroit, Los Angeles or New York, write to the addresses in the box, page 3.

NY march reflects splits

New York, N. Y. — The third annual Women's Rights Day march down Fifth Avenue on Aug. 26 was small compared to previous years, and some organizers suggested that the movement is breaking up.

The most noticeable split in the N. Y. movement, as elsewhere, has been between the "radical" and the "liberal" elements, and many of the women don't realize that they are being divided, when the men are standing over their desks, they panic and work at their fastest speed to make it look like their doing are their doing jobs well. In the long run, though, they can't keep up their "normal" work speed. The company threatened to fire three women who were outspoken about wanting a raise and were thus considered radicals by the company.

Most jobs done by women in the insurance industry have many of the characteristics described, even on the higher level jobs. The routine may be more complicated, but the monotony, the meaninglessness and the alienation are still there.

We may get a two-month extension now since the employers. And the way I look at it, the problem is not worrying about our work force drying up on us, but how much money we are going to force the employers to put in the pension fund so it remains in good shape.

Quebec employment program: Trudeau's re-election play

Montreal, Quebec — This fall will be "Election Comedy" time in Canada again. The new Liberal plan: "We are going to make Quebec's employment situation more attractive to workers." And it is.

Robert Stanfield (the Progressive-Conservative Premier of Nova Scotia) stated that Canada isn't so "powerful" as all that. There are "too many "Canadians," a bit worn out as a theme, but it still sounds good.

While all this is going on, there is the threat of a new postal strike during the period preceding the Nov. 7 election. "We shall probably be out in force," said one union leader, for the "Powerful" and the "Justices." If the new strike is called, it will be a new one, and it will cost jobs and lower living standards among the working-class.

The whole thing seems to be backfiring in a lot of places. Now and then, especially since local politicians are using their "job programmes" called Local Initiatives or "Electoral Campaign" time in Canada again. The new Liberal plan: "We are going to make Quebec's employment situation more attractive to workers." And it is.

Robert Stanfield (the Progressive-Conservative Premier of Nova Scotia) stated that Canada isn't so "powerful" as all that. There are "too many "Canadians," a bit worn out as a theme, but it still sounds good.

While all this is going on, there is the threat of a new postal strike during the period preceding the Nov. 7 election. "We shall probably be out in force," said one union leader, for the "Powerful" and the "Justices." If the new strike is called, it will be a new one, and it will cost jobs and lower living standards among the working-class.

The whole thing seems to be backfiring in a lot of places. Now and then, especially since local politicians are using their "job programmes" called Local Initiatives or "Electoral Campaign" time in Canada again. The new Liberal plan: "We are going to make Quebec's employment situation more attractive to workers." And it is.

Robert Stanfield (the Progressive-Conservative Premier of Nova Scotia) stated that Canada isn't so "powerful" as all that. There are "too many "Canadians," a bit worn out as a theme, but it still sounds good.

While all this is going on, there is the threat of a new postal strike during the period preceding the Nov. 7 election. "We shall probably be out in force," said one union leader, for the "Powerful" and the "Justices." If the new strike is called, it will be a new one, and it will cost jobs and lower living standards among the working-class.
Nixon 'work ethic': no jobs, divide and rule

By Felix Martin

President Nixon's Labor Day message was an attack on the working man and an attempt to divide the workers. He talked about the "work ethic" vs. the "welfare ethic." Mr. Nixon tried to make it appear that the reason there are so many unemployed is because the workers are too lazy to work. He never mentioned the real criminals, the corporations that are doing away with jobs so that they can't work because there is no job to work at.

The people on welfare are just on other end of the working class. They are the surplus that the employers use. Our government together with the employers make sure that it is the workers who have to support this surplus which in turn is used to keep workers' wages down.

CODE WORDS

Nixon also talked about quotas in employment, and busing. In particular there was a report that he was going to use a National Commission for Industrial Peace, which will decide contracts and deal with strikes. He hasn't done yet, but he is going to. This board may make the wage price board look like something small. Some workers are going along with this running against everything Black Americans stand for.

Mr. Nixon states that workers' values are threatened. If any workers know more of this insurance they should see any systematic way to deal with minorities. Nixon was doing: "Busing is a code word which means whites don't want to have anything to do with Black folks. Opposition to low-cost housing is racism. Mr. Nixon says that he is making a strong appeal to the hard hat worker. People have plenty on him. We have raised the question several times with our Uncle Tom chief steward, Gene, but we got nowhere. Neither the company nor the union has done anything to curb him, but something will have to be done soon.

FROM THE AUTO SHOPS

Chrysler Mack

Detroit, Mich. — There was a murder in the press room last month. I say murder, because the company was responsible for the death of a Black die setter as much as if they had shot him. The worker was killed when he was hit in the face by a piece of metal from the machine. They said it wasn't a shot, but I have heard that his face was half gone.

Chrysler is already trying to say that it was the worker's fault; that he forgot to cut off the air in the bell hop. The company spent a month hiding with the insurance company, and they argued over whether or not the company had to pay the double indemnity to the worker or if the insurance company would pay. Managers do not know all the ins and outs of this insurance business. They want to keep the workers from being equal to a man by individuals who, by their actions, are saying that they themselves are not equal to our Brotherhood.

There is one thing I would like to ask every worker. Chrysler is trying to bump it up because of the insurance. If any worker knows about what happened, please write it in to this paper.

—Press Room Worker

A group of us young Black Chrysler Mack workers are in the union committee. We have been discussing the situation that it better have some kind of action against the white supervisor. We have polled 70 some old workers have told us that they have been mistreated with his actions for years. Mainly he has been against Blacks, but some whites have been hurt too.

Several months ago, he could not bear to see a white die setter talk to Black workers, so he kicked the plant, so he fired her. At the same time we know enough to make it hot for him, too.

If anyone thinks we are such fools as to not know what is going on, they are in for a big surprise. We have plenty on him. We have raised the question several times with our Uncle Tom chief steward, Gene, but we got nowhere. Neither the company nor the union has done anything to curb him, but something will have to be done soon.

—Mack Worker

Fleetwood

Detroit, Mich. — The company is continuing its policy of punishing workers who don't like by putting them on the floor below. Some older workers have told us that they have been mistreated with his actions for years. Mainly he has been against Blacks, but some whites have been hurt too.

Several months ago, he could not bear to see a white die setter talk to Black workers, so he kicked the plant, so he fired her. At the same time we know enough to make it hot for him, too.

If anyone thinks we are such fools as to not know what is going on, they are in for a big surprise. We have plenty on him. We have raised the question several times with our Uncle Tom chief steward, Gene, but we got nowhere. Neither the company nor the union has done anything to curb him, but something will have to be done soon.

—Mack Worker

We know who froze our wages and let the corporations have freedom to raise prices at their will. We know who is taking back the gains that the workers' values are threatened. Mr. Nixon's attempts to divide up the working class aren't just economic tactics. The "work ethic" means he wants us to produce more for the corporations after the election too. To help this along, he is going to set up a National Commission for Industrial Peace which will decide contracts and deal with strikes. He hasn't done yet, but he is going to. This board may make the wage price board look like something small.

Some workers are going along with this running against everything Black Americans stand for.

Mr. Nixon says that he is making a strong appeal to the hard hat worker. People have plenty on him. We have raised the question several times with our Uncle Tom chief steward, Gene, but we got nowhere. Neither the company nor the union has done anything to curb him, but something will have to be done soon.

Fleetwood worker
The terrorist murders and the swift Israeli retaliation mark Terrorism and Imperialism as two sides of the same coin; and the bloody week had made it clear that they are not merely against Jews. They are a call to keep the revolutionary nationalists from seeking peace in the Middle East.

MIDDLE-EAST: THE CONSTANT CONFLICT

Though it is agreed that the terroristic attacks on the Israeli athletes could hardly be described as anything but hatred of Jews, despite their claim that they are only against "Jews," it was also a message to any Arab governments that might be considering a change of policy. They were saying: stop supporting Israel, if they were ever to reorganize some of the occupied territories.

At a time when, in the world as a whole, there is a move toward an ending of some of the divisions between East and West, and toward a semblance of "peace," if only as "truism" (as in East and West Germany, North and South America, North and South Vietnam, and never allowed a moment's respite. Both sides keep it up, bombing and counter-bombing.

It is just this constant tension and division between Arab and Jew that makes it possible for Israeli and Arab terrorists alike to keep the revolutionary nationalists from realizing that their own countries from establishing any solidarity with each other. The super-powers, for their part, do everything possible to narrow the struggle to Arab vs. Jew so that they can synchronize all conflicts to fit the Big Power game plan.

It is true that the voices of dissent in the Arab lands are difficult to hear because they languish in prisons — or are Targets for the missiles and bombs of the "international conspiracy." The recent and continuing release of the attacks made them the strongest, despite the correction and liquidation plans that they are aimed at by the Arab and Jew countries and not just at "terrorists." 20 minutes short, 66 were killed and over 400 wounded, most of them women and children. While Israeli military authorities continued to insist that the hostages were "hostages of Israel," there are no hostages; the only prisoners are those of the occupied lands and the plight of the Palestinian refugees.

TERRORIST ELITE VS. MASS REVOLT

It is these general revolutionary voices that the so-called "revolutionary terrorists" and their allies are helping to silence. They degrade the concept of social revolution — which is a mass action for freedom — to "bomb-throwing." How could their total disregard for human life possibly serve as a point of focus for a new society? How could such racist, anti-Semitism possible realign the revolution for a new society, as a genuine Arab revolution would? Their repulsive elitism exposes their total lack of confidence in the masses, the only force and reason that can possibly create a new social order.

On the same degenerate level are any "revolutionary" leaders who, though they "know" the difference on all sides, a mass upheaval across a class and a system and a terrorist act against a few civilians confronted in the dark of night, nevertheless opportunistically join with the "Arab side," as if the Arab rulers and the people they oppress are one and the same — or at least their foils. In Lebanon, and the Jews who came to Palestine fighting the Nazis, were America's allies.

A Left that fools itself that this is revolution is a Left that is helping to perpetuate the racist, overtly, deciding state-capitalist society that is up to our age to end.

---

**EDITORIAL**

Terrorism and retaliation serve counter-revolution

(Continued from Page 1)

exact vengeance, not merely from terrorists, but from the international community as well.

Did she really think that the reprisals would hide the misery of those refugee camps that have existed now for nearly a decade? For in this misery has grown to such desperate acts as those committed by the mindless terrorists — who, in their turn, take advantage of the situation, with the help of a million refugees to pretend that means mass following for all.

ANTI-SEMITISM, TERRORISM, IMPERIALISM

The stench of racism and anti-Semitism hung heavy over the Olympic games in Munich. The Internationale has long been infamously ground of Naziism, no matter how much it tried to "live down" the memories of the 1936 Olympics. The very fact that white, American, racists — like John Brundage — who had earlier invited Rhodesian participation and later excommunicated two American Black athletes who were editorializing on the subject of the athletes meant no disrespect. He was racist and reactionary ever since 1945. The local wire services had been reporting all day that the athletes meant no disrespect. He was racist and reactionary ever since 1945. The local wire services had been reporting all day that the athletes meant no disrespect. He was racist and reactionary ever since 1945. The local wire services had been reporting all day that the athletes meant no disrespect. He was racist and reactionary ever since 1945. The local wire services had been reporting all day that the athletes meant no disrespect. He was racist and reactionary ever since 1945. The local wire services had been reporting all day that the athletes meant no disrespect. He was racist and reactionary ever since 1945.
Lord Nixon and state-capitalist crisis

By Raya Dunayevskaya

Author of Marxism and Freedom

(Editors' Note: Below are excerpts from the Introduction and Notes to the Declaration delivered at the Convention of News & Letters, Sept. 2, by Raya Dunayevskaya. The full report can be ordered from N&L for $6.00 plus $1.50 postage)

LORD NIXON, OR SUPER-PATRIOTISM AS LAST REFUGE OF SCOUNDRELS

First, it is important to understand the source of words from the euphoria-ridden Republican Convention, last Vietnamese, or exchanging the color of the dead. This is the euphoria-ridden Republican Convention. This is the words from the Convention. Last Vietnamese enemies, or exchanging the color of the dead.

For the last time, “peaceful co-existence” with such a land as Russia. We have heard a great deal as to how Russia is “receding,” not “surpassing” the USA. Where Russia does have the advantage the USA, slipped a tax on Japanese imports that forced.

Russians remember the betrayed revolution’s words. Russia does remember the betrayed revolution’s words. Lenin Kolakowski may still hope Communism can be saved. The left-proletariat may continue to speak of revolution while it tail-ends Stalinist nationalized property. And Herbert Marcuse may remember that one needs at least one technologically advanced land whose proletariat could help the world, which should “learn about some sort of peaceful co-existence” with such a land as Russia. But the truth is that war is out for world mastery just as it is in imperialism.

FOR THAT MATTER, so is Mao’s China, which, at least since the 1960’s, has been motivated by a simple “principle,” that it has more openly power but still practiced: Russia is Enemy Number 1, and must be so recognized by the “revolutionary movement” of the world over. Nixon ran on “containment” — but, on the other hand, he did not call for a new so-called nuclear umbrella of the USA. Nixon was so busy “stopping McGovern” at the rally should think about that. The word “imperialism” is supposed to be a “dangerous notion,” as only Great Britain comes as part of the Common Market.

(Author: Continued from page 7)
Vets LEAD THE WAY

Although there were other groups which partici­pated in saying "No!" to Nixon's wars at home and abroad, the Veterans Against the War was organized "The Last Patrol," three coordinated convoys from various parts of the country, to move members and supporters down to Florida. After being shot at, threatened, arrested, and generally harassed most of the way, the 600 participants arrived at the Convention hall Sunday, the 20th, to join with the 9000 other "non­delegates" in non-violent disruption of the Convention. Victory was the LEAD WAY.

Solidarity behind bars in Miami mass arrests

Miami, Fla. — The Republican Convention was the second time in recent history that a huge demonstration attempted massive civil disobedience for which they were prepared to go to jail. The May Day demonstration in Washington D.C. had resulted in the spreading of the blockades of the normal street traffic of the capital, and thousands of people were arrested and filed into the Justice Department stockades.

More than 6000 people came down here to Miami for a demonstration which the Republican Convention had organized to protest the genocidal wars at home and abroad of Tricky Dick. On the last day of the Convention, the coronation of that great "Controller of the Universe" was displayed to the world in the streets in front of the delegates' buses and thus get arrested. They got arrested, but so did many others who hadn't planned on it, me included.

UNITE NOW, LEAVE LATER

After going through the red tape required for re­ceiving permission to march, the marchers found that over 1000 people had been bussed that night. We all decided that we might as well stay here, for the first time, since we were all in this together. Several people had gotten felony charges placed on them, and others had their bail set real high, which organized for the purpose of blocking the normal street traffic of the capital, and thousands of people were arrested and filed into the Justice Department stockades.

The demonstration ended in the usual manner of all protests. The police had blocked the entrance, but the shear brutality ordered by Nixon and his gang of thieves spoke for itself. The crowd outside of the hall, originally peaceful, was unprovokedly fired upon by the police, and the police had to be rounded up.

The crowd then proceeded to saturate the entire area with the same tactics as the one police troops were using in Vietnam every day. They had come to direct the police, but against the citizens of Miami Beach, most of whom are very aged. We had to laugh at the way that Nixon said something to the effect that he's going to give senior citizens dignity in their retired years, because no more than three blocks from where he was making his acceptance speech our police were indiscrim­i­nately gasing old people's neighborhoods. Though many, many people were put in the hospital by a gas that was designed to knock out young, sturdy demonstrators and Vietnamese, their defiance was as brave as any act we had witnessed that day. We ran up the streets warning people inside, many stopped us and said, "What do you have to tell us about poison gas? We fought for the World War, we'll show those troops!"

If the demonstrations in Miami proved anything, it was that Nixon can't even have himself nominated at a convention in his own country without someone coming to try to stop him. The fact is that he has to be stopped now if he ever is to be stopped. That is the immediate priority.

Marxism and Freedom

—From 1776 to Today
by Raya Dunayevskaya

With a special preface by Harry McShane and a new appendix "Max's China and the 'Proletarian Cultural Revolution'," by Raya Dunayevskaya.

Published by Plate 9, 782 Grafton Street, London, N.W.1.

Price: £3.00

Now Available

For The Record
by Raya Dunayevskaya

The True History of the State-Capitalist Tendency
Price: 35c plus 15c postage.

Olympic 'politics' reflect world capitalist crises

by John Alan

The Olympic Games, just concluded in Munich, Ger­
many, were another bloody political episode in the in­
human mesh that world capitalisms perpetuates. It has
shown how racism is very much a part of the "democrac­
y of our time," and how the black African and American
athletes demanded the withdrawal of Rhodesia from the
International Olympic Committee—had to face was
the threat of boycott. The political turning point—it was there that the revolutionary
political expression of National chauvinism from its very
beginnings was symbolized by the Black开花，who, while
famous for its barbarous war in the
history of the human race, babies and the elderly are indi­
criminately cremated alive with napalm and bombs.

RHODESIA AND RACISM

Among the realities the rich old men—who control
International Olympic Committee—had to face was
the issue of racism, and characteristicly, they tried to
comply with it. The things white people did in Africa and America
were denied the withdrawal of Rhodesia from the
Olympics and threatened a boycott, because of the apar­
ted politics of the all-white government of the country.
But the I.O.C. offered a mockery of compromise: Rhodesia
would be allowed to stay in the Olympics, but they could be
permitted to enter the Olympics under the British Flag!

The Nationalist "politics of the Black African and American
people," so declared the Lord Mayor of Munich, Hans
Southern, "is not in the spirit of Olympic ideals, characteristicly expressed by Dr.
Vogel reveal the unspeakable depths of hypocrisy by the ruling classes,
rejected by some people all over the world.

At this very moment the American imperialists in Vietnam are pursuing the most barbarous war in the
history of the human race, babies and the elderly are indi­
criminately cremated alive with napalm and bombs.

The Olympic Games, just concluded in Munich, Ger­
many, were another bloody political episode in the in­
human mesh that world capitalisms perpetuates. It has
shown how racism is very much a part of the "democrac­
y of our time," and how the black African and American
athletes demanded the withdrawal of Rhodesia from the
International Olympic Committee—had to face was
the threat of boycott. The political turning point—it was there that the revolutionary
political expression of National chauvinism from its very
beginnings was symbolized by the Black开花，who, while
famous for its barbarous war in the
history of the human race, babies and the elderly are indi­
criminately cremated alive with napalm and bombs.

RHODESIA AND RACISM

Among the realities the rich old men—who control
International Olympic Committee—had to face was
the issue of racism, and characteristicly, they tried to
comply with it. The things white people did in Africa and America
were denied the withdrawal of Rhodesia from the
Olympics and threatened a boycott, because of the apar­
ted politics of the all-white government of the country.
But the I.O.C. offered a mockery of compromise: Rhodesia
would be allowed to stay in the Olympics, but they could be
permitted to enter the Olympics under the British Flag!

The Nationalist "politics of the Black African and American
people," so declared the Lord Mayor of Munich, Hans
Southern, "is not in the spirit of Olympic ideals, characteristicly expressed by Dr.
Vogel reveal the unspeakable depths of hypocrisy by the ruling classes,
rejected by some people all over the world.

At this very moment the American imperialists in Vietnam are pursuing the most barbarous war in the
history of the human race, babies and the elderly are indi­
criminately cremated alive with napalm and bombs.

The Olympic Games, just concluded in Munich, Ger­
many, were another bloody political episode in the in­
human mesh that world capitalisms perpetuates. It has
shown how racism is very much a part of the "democrac­
y of our time," and how the black African and American
athletes demanded the withdrawal of Rhodesia from the
International Olympic Committee—had to face was
the threat of boycott. The political turning point—it was there that the revolutionary
political expression of National chauvinism from its very
beginnings was symbolized by the Black开花，who, while
famous for its barbarous war in the
history of the human race, babies and the elderly are indi­
criminately cremated alive with napalm and bombs.
Polish miners’ grievances: thousands filed and forgotten

Polish miners have been striking and demanding better wages and working conditions. The government has recently met with representatives of the miners to discuss their grievances. The miners are demanding an increase in wages and better working conditions. The government is refusing to budge and the miners remain on strike. The situation is tense and there is a possibility of violence.

Freedom Notes

Argentina—The aftermath of the killing of 16 guerrillas in the province of Buenos Aires has left a trail of destruction and grief. The government has blamed the guerrillas for the killing and has vowed to crack down on all subversive activity.

RACISM HURTS ALL WORKERS

It is true that no one can predict with certainty what the white workers will do. What is certain, however, is that black and white workers in the same factory or on the same assembly line often feel isolated from each other.
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